CRM Partners
Quick Find
Microsoft Dynamics 365 offers a variety of search options for users, including
global search and advanced search. However, when you are dealing with large
data sets, searches become time-consuming and complex. The Quick Find
module allows Dynamics 365 users to easily find the correct records by providing
context-dependent search forms. These search forms are fully configurable and
therefore fully in line with the process. Do you want to look up a customer
based on zip code and house number? Or would you rather like to search by
policy number? With Quick Find you find the right records in an instant.
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Boost your user adoption
Single search fields often result in too many hits (you may

Not found? Simply create a new record right from the

fields instead deliver an optimized search experience. This

you a smooth experience for data entry. Boost your user

have dozens of contacts named ‘smith’). Separate search
is crucial, especially when you are on the phone.

search form, taking over your search values. This provides
adoption and start using Quick Find!

Design your own search forms

Search forms must fit seamlessly with user processes. That

Key features

is why Quick Find allows configuration of your own search

•

Map search fields to multiple entity fields

fields and result views. Its extensive possibilities include

•

Search in multiple entities

searching in related entities (e.g. find customer based

•

Search in related entities

on order number) and formatting search values before

•

Use Quick Find to fill lookup fields

execution of search requests.

•

Create new record based on search values

Fill lookup fields using Quick Find
Selecting records in lookup fields can be even more
difficult, as the search options are very limited here. With
Quick Find you can use the same search forms to select
values for lookup fields. Note that you can prefill search
fields based on data from the current record form.
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